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Model Build – P&L

We've got our revenue, we've got our expenses and we can now pull those together into

our profit and loss statement. Go to your summary page and we're going to do a profit and

loss statement and then we'll do a cash flow statement down below.

The typical layout is we put our revenue at the top and then we have our expenses. We're

going to split out our staff costs and our other costs because our staff cost is fairly

significant. Usually you just lay those out separately and total. We're going to get profit,

we'll put in some tax and we'll have our profit after tax.

If you go to your summary sheet, you can start to populate those. Our revenue is equal to,

go to our revenue page and link that through there, so that's going to be your monthly sales

and our staff costs and you can go to your expenses here and pull that through there and

other costs are down here, our total there and we can grab all of those and copy that across.

Let's do a total and Excel's pretty clever it knows that I was trying to total it that way. I got

railroad tracks, that's alright, I just need to double click to remove them. I'm not going to

drag down now because I end up with all these extra formulas that I don't need. I'm going to

Ctrl C and the Ctrl V like that.

Okay so once you've done your expenses you can then calculate your profit which is going to

be your revenue minus your expenses. People can do it slightly differently. I've shown my

revenue as positive and I've showed my expenses as positive so it's going to be revenue

minus expenses. Some accounting systems show revenue as a negative amount so that you

can then add the totals together. There is no strong financial modelling standard one way or

the other but it's important to be consistent and to be careful to be sure you do get your

signs around the right way. What I've done here is I've showed my revenue as a positive and
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my expenses as positive so that means my profit is going to be revenue minus expenses. I'm

going to copy that across and I will do my totals in a minute.

My profit is going to be an expense so that will also be a positive so I need to be sure to take

that away. So that's going to be my profit multiplied by my income tax amount, F4 and I'm

going to get rid of those extra decimal places again. That's my total. My profit is going to be

356 minus 107 and I'll just copy that over. Get rid of that extra decimal place there. That's

our P & L.


